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case of Robert Mayer. Moreover, his writings often seem
to lack any convincing, inspiring, or directly personal
appeal, since, ultimately, writing is just as much a personal
expression as conversation or lecturing. The influence
the classic type transmits through writing depends not so
much, therefore, upon the externally stimulating qualities
of his writings as upon the circumstance that these are all
that finally remain of him, and that only from these can
the man's actual achievement subsequently be recon-
structed. For it seems to be a fact, which is also alluded
to in Ostwald's description, that the classic seldom com-
municates what he is doing and the way he does it, but
only what he arrives at, quite regardless of the fact that
his public possesses no inkling of his route. It would
seem that his way and method of work are of less
importance to the classic just because they are most
intimately linked up, with his personality, which is some-
thing he always keeps in the background.
Ostwald compares his two types with the four ancient
temperaments (p 372) with special reference to the
peculiarity of slow or rapid reactions; which in his view
seems to be fundamental The slow reaction corresponds
with the phlegmatic and the melancholic temperaments,
the quick reaction with the sanguine and the choleric.
He regards the sanguine and the phlegmatic as the
normal middle types, whereas the cholejic and,the melan-
cholic seem to him morbid exaggerations of the basic
character.
If one glances through the biographies of Humphry
Davy and Liebig upon the one hand, and of Robert Mayer
and Faraday upon the other, one cannot but perceive that
the former are both distinctly "romantic" and sanguinely-
choleric, while the latter are just as clearly "classic" and
phlegmatically-melancholic. • This observation of Qstwalcfs
seems to me entirely convincing, since the four antique

